
To store and to retrieve documents of any 
kind in a structured way can be crucial for 
efficient Facility Management. Drawings, 
meeting notes, invoices, or any project cor-
respondence – it is necessary to have your 
information available when necessary.
 
The FaMe® module Document Management 
enables the structures storage of any kind of 
files in a freely definable file structure. The 
files are then kept inside the database, me-
tadata can be attached and the files can be 
associated to any database record. 
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Any file can be subject to revision control. 
This ensures that you have the latest version 
of your files available but you also can track 
the revision history of your documents. 
 
Availability 
 
Documents can be stored in a definable file 
structure and assigned with keywords for 
easy search. Metadata can be attached. 
 

in a viewer. The 
files can also 
be downloaded 
for local storage 
and distribution 
if necessary. To 
edit and a l t e r 
the original files 
in the database 
you can down-
load and lock the 
files. After the editing work an easy process 
uploads and unlocks the files. This ensures
structured storage of updated information. 
 
Assigning Documents to Records 
 
Documents usually are connected to data-
base elements. Maintenance manuals to 
technical equipment, contracts to renal units, 
land register documents to real estates. A 
simple action allocates your documents to 
any database record. Just open the record 
and name the document. A reference to a 
new or existing record will be created. Real 
Esate and Contract Management, as well as 
Maintenance Management are supported by 
this convenient function of FaMe® Document. 
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The files are stored within the 
database for secure retrieval over 
the web without the necessity of file 
access. By controlling the access of 
users and usergroups to specific
directories you can ensure that only 
authorized persons can retrieve the 
files. 
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